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The Structure of Short and Genomic DNA
at the Interparticle Junctions of Cationic Nanoparticles
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Current understanding of the mechanisms underlying noncovalent interactions between native DNA and nanoparticles, as well as their impact on
the double-helix structure, is far from providing a comprehensive view. It
is known that these interactions are largely defined by the physicochemical
properties of the metal/liquid interface, in particular by the nanoparticle
surface charge. Remarkably, while DNA unzipping upon binding with
cationic nanoparticles is reported, the exact determinants of this structural perturbation remain unclear. Herein, plasmon-based spectroscopies
(surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and surface-plasmon resonance (SPR) and theoretical simulations are combined to directly investigate the role of the cooperative binding of cationic nanoparticles with
different surface charges on the structural integrity of a large variety of
DNAs. The intrinsic nature of the SERS effect unlocks the possibility of
selectively examining the impact of nanoparticle clustering on the duplex
structure over a wide degree of colloidal aggregation and without the need
of external intercalating dyes or strand labeling. This extensive work provides new fundamental insights into the interaction between nucleic acids
and nanoparticles, addressing key questions regarding the role played by
multiple variables such as the nanoparticle surface charge, the DNA-mediated cluster size and geometry, and nucleic acids’ length, composition, and
conformational properties.
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1. Introduction
Integration of nucleic acids (NAs) and
nanoparticles (NPs) has generated a
wealth of research in the area of nanotechnology, with particular emphasis
on nanostructures with unique physicochemical properties such as noble metal
nanoparticles. As a result, an increasing
number of NA-based nanotechnologies
are continuously emerging, finding a
diverse set of applications in biomedicine,
sensing, bioelectronics, biocomputing,
etc.[1] While countless efforts have been
devoted to the study of chemically modified oligonucleotides (mostly, thiolated
DNA) covalently attached to plasmonic
nanoparticles,[2] the understanding of the
mechanisms involved in the noncovalent
interaction between native DNA duplexes
(dsDNAs), as well as the impact that such
an interaction has on the double-helix
structure, is far less explored, and reports
in the literature often diverge significantly
in their findings.[1a,3]
The interaction between unmodified dsDNA and nanoparticles is largely
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determined by the physicochemical properties of the interface,
with the nanoparticle surface charge playing a major role in this
process.[4] In particular, cationic nanoparticles with sufficiently
high surface charge are capable of irreversible interactions
with the negatively charged phosphate groups of nucleic acids,
leading to DNA damage.[4d–f,5] Partial denaturation of DNA
duplexes upon complexation with positively charged nanoparticles was previously revealed mainly by direct monitoring
of the hyperchromic shift of the DNA absorption band at
260 nm[6] and by indirect examination of the optical (absorbance
or fluorescence) response of intercalating dyes sensitive to the
structures of the bound DNA (i.e., duplex vs single strand).[6b,c]
Interestingly, fluorescence studies as well as molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations[6b] suggested that only high concentrations of nanoparticles can bend and separate DNA
strands. This led to the hypothesis that the partial strand separation may only occur via a cooperative action of an ensemble
of interacting nanoparticles. However, insertion of intercalating
molecules causes itself local structural changes to the duplex,
including unzipping of the double helix and lengthening of the
strand.[7] Additionally, the near-field interaction of the excitedstate fluorophore with the surface plasmon resonances (SPR)
of metallic nanoparticles perturbs the optical properties of the
dye and, thus, its fluorescence emission in a way that is largely
dependent on the properties of the plasmonic nanoparticles
and the fluorophore, as well as the distance between the two.[8]
On the other hand, UV–vis spectroscopy analysis of DNA–
NP complexes can only be performed on soluble complexes,
thus restricting the case study to very small nanoparticles
and/or large DNA/NP molar ratios when phase separation is
avoided.[6a] To a certain extent, this trend is mirrored in theoretical studies, where the nanoscale size of DNA–NP systems in
most cases prevents their direct investigation through atomistic
simulations.[9] Thus, to the best of our knowledge, MD simulations have been carried out only for very small nanoparticles,
with diameters not exceeding 1.5 nm, so as to keep the problem
computationally manageable.[6b,10]
Within this fragmented picture, a plasmon-assisted
spectroscopy such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) has the potential to be used as a highly informative,
ultrasensitive analytical method for the direct interrogation of
nucleic acid/nanoparticle interactions and their impact on the
structure of the genetic material.[11] Notably, the largest SERS
enhancements usually show a high degree of spatial localization, such as those that take place at the interparticle junctions
(i.e., hot spots) of highly interacting nanoparticles in colloidal
aggregates.[12] Under this scenario, SERS can provide a unique
tool to isolate the vibrational signature of those molecules that
are trapped at the nanoparticle junctions.
Herein, we combined optical methods (SERS and SPR spectroscopies) and theoretical simulations (MD and finite difference time domain (FDTD)) to directly investigate the structural
perturbation on nucleic acids imposed by the binding with
cationic silver nanoparticles (≈22 nm diameter) with tuned ζ
potential. Remarkably, the intrinsic nature of the SERS effect
unlocked the possibility of selectively examining the impact
of nanoparticle clustering on the double-helix integrity over a
wide degree of aggregation (i.e., DNA/NP ratios) and without
the need of exogenous fluorescence reporters. On the other
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hand, SPR analysis and MD simulations integrated critical
complementary information to the in-depth characterization
of the DNA/NP interactions and the underlying mechanisms.
A large set of different duplex structures with different lengths
(from short segments to long genomic chain), base composition, sequence and form were investigated. The results show
that, when the nanoparticle ζ potential is lowered below a certain threshold, the double helixes trapped at the interparticle
gaps undergo major unzipping, which is largely independent
of the investigated nucleic acids’ properties (i.e., the final outcome of the interaction is mostly determined by the electrostatic binding between phosphate groups and surface positive
charges). On the other hand, for colloids with fixed ζ potentials,
strand separation preferably occurs in the case of small DNAmediated clusters (i.e., for very low DNA/NP ratios) and, to a
lesser extent, in the presence of a large excess of duplexes (i.e.,
for very high DNA/NP ratios). In this case, however, the length
of the duplex does play a relevant role in determining the pattern of the duplex structural reshaping, as the biomolecular
size directly affects the features of the colloidal aggregation.
These results are complemented and confirmed by MD-based
simulations performed on model systems representing cluster
aggregates of realistic size.

2. Results and Discussion
This section is organized as follows: first, the chemico-physical
properties of the cationic nanoparticles are discussed. Then,
we describe the experimental scenario under which the direct
SERS analysis of DNA takes place and, by means of computational tools, qualitatively predicts the spatial origin of the
SERS signal. This is propaedeutic to the interpretation of the
SERS spectra revealing strand separation of both short and
genomic DNA duplexes upon interaction with silver cationic
nanoparticles. Two main variables of the nanoparticle-induced
unzipping process were identified (degree of nanoparticle
aggregation and nanoparticle surface charge) and investigated
separately by SERS and SPR spectroscopies, as well as via
molecular dynamic simulations.

2.1. Cationic Silver Nanoparticles
The wet-chemical synthesis of positively charged silver
nanoparticles (AgSp) was performed by reducing silver
ions with sodium borohydride in the presence of spermine
tetrahydrochloride.[11b] The colloidal synthesis yields nanoparticles of ≈22 nm diameter (Figure S1A,B, Supporting Information), with a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
band centered at ≈392 nm and a ζ potential of ≈+40 mV
(Figure 1A,B). ζ measurements provide the potential at the
start of the diffuse layer which is indirectly related to the surface charge at the nanoparticle surface.[13] Nanoparticle concentration (≈1.00 × 10−9 m) was determined by UV–vis spectroscopy
using an extinction coefficient of 54.8 × 108 m−1 cm−1 at 392 nm,
as obtained from the literature.[14] Spermine molecules are
linear quadrivalent cationic polyamines that remain bound to
the nanoparticle surfaces via electrostatic interaction mediated
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Figure 1. A) Extinction spectra of AgSp colloids at different concentration
upon dilution with Milli-Q water. From the top curve to the bottom curve,
the estimated nanoparticle concentrations are 1.00 × 10−9, 0.91 × 10−9,
0.79 × 10−9, 0.70 × 10−9, 0.55 × 10−9, 0.44 × 10−9, 0.34 × 10−9, 0.24 × 10−9,
0.20 × 10−9, 0.16 × 10−9, and 0.12 × 10−9 m. A representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the dried nanoparticles is also
included (the scale bar represents a length of 20 nm). B) ζ potential
values for AgSp colloids at different concentrations upon dilution with
Milli-Q water.

by the chloride anions.[15] These ligands provide an overall
positive charge to the nanoparticles, and, due to their aliphatic
nature, SERS background of the AgSp colloids shows only
minimal contribution from the tetramine adlayer (Figure S1C,D,
Supporting Information). Dilution of the AgSp colloids with
Milli-Q water promotes a progressive reduction in plasmon
intensity (Figure 1A) with null or minimal perturbation of the
colloidal stability (Figure S2, Supporting Information). At the
same time, we register a decrease of ζ potential (Figure 1B)
consistent with the partial desorption of spermine molecules
from the metallic surface upon dilution with Milli-Q water. This
is further confirmed by the fact that ζ potential value remains
unchanged when nanoparticles are diluted with the colloidal
supernatant (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

2.2. Direct SERS Analysis of DNA: What Do We See?
We have previously shown that short DNA duplexes of 21 base
pairs (dsDNA21) mediate AgSp nanoparticle aggregation acting
as electrostatic molecular linkers.[11b] Under physiological conditions, double-stranded DNA persistence length is of ≈150 bp,
corresponding to ≈50 nm.[16] As a result, dsDNA21 behaves as
a rigid rod of ≈7 nm length and 2 nm diameter, which is collected at the surface of individual quasispherical nanoparticles
of around 22 nm diameter with minimal bending of the double
helix.[10] Molecular dynamics simulations of dsDNA21 adsorption on AgSp nanoparticles previously indicated that the duplex
rapidly adheres onto the metal surface adopting an elongated
conformation (for low surface coverage).[11c] Consequently,
interparticle gaps of ≈2.5 nm are generated in dsDNA21-mediated clusters (i.e., the diameter of the duplex rod-like structure
sandwiched between spermine molecules bound to the metallic
surfaces). It is also worth noting that, in addition to their physical
size, DNA molecules coordinated at the metallic surfaces screen
further adsorption of unbound duplexes by electrostatic repulsion.[17] The extent of this electrostatic repulsion is larger at low
salt concentrations[17] such as for the investigated AgSp colloids (≈1–2 × 10−3 m NaCl resulting from chemicals employed
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Figure 2. Electromagnetic near-field intensity calculations showing the
volume size of the hot spot. A) The spatial near-field map of |E|2 along
the xy- and xz-planes (black color represents a value of 0 while white
represents a value of 100). B) Values of |E|2 along each axis. Here, we can
appreciate that the x-cut has the gap width while the field along the other
two directions has a half-width at half-height around 3 nm.

in the nanoparticle synthesis and the phosphate buffer saline
of DNA solutions). Thus, the formation of a hypothetical compact monolayer of dsDNA21, corresponding to ≈100 molecules
per particle (based on the average NP diameter and dsDNA21
footprint), is disfavored, and duplexes are expected, on the contrary, to be rather scattered over the nanoparticle surfaces even
for high DNA concentrations in the bulk.[17]
Direct SERS analysis was performed on the colloidal suspension by focusing a 532 nm laser with a long working distance lens so as to acquire averaged bulk SERS spectra with
reproducible and well-defined spectral profiles.[11b,18] Under
this scenario —relatively small gaps and nanoparticle radius
(i.e., large curvature at the interparticle junctions), combined
with an excitation wavelength that matches the red-shifted gap
plasmon resonances[18a]—the SERS intensity of aggregated
colloidal systems is largely dominated by those few molecules
located at the gap volume (hot spot).[12,19] In support of this
claim, we used an FDTD method to calculate the electromagnetic field distribution around a silver nanoparticle dimer
in water (particle diameter = 22 nm; gap distance = 2.5 nm,
such as that generated by a dsDNA21 duplex extended over the
metallic surface) illuminated by a 532 nm laser. In Figure 2A,
we show a horizontal and a vertical cut of the field intensity
(xy- and xz-planes, respectively). We can appreciate that the
electromagnetic (EM) field is strongly confined in the gap.
Knowing how the electric field decays, we can estimate the
volume of the hot spot considering the full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the electric intensity, |E|2 (Figure 2B), in each
direction. Approximating the hot-spot volume, V, as a cylinder
whose height is given by the gap distance (i.e., 2.5 nm) and
the radius is ≈3 nm (i.e., fwhm), we can estimate V = 70 nm3.
Based on the intrinsic size of the adsorbed dsDNA21 surface complex (≈30–35 nm3) and the sparse surface coverage
imposed by electrostatic repulsions between duplexes, we can
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safely estimate that no more than one dsDNA21 molecule is
located at the hot spot. This means that one individual duplex
placed at the gap is responsible for the vast majority of the
SERS signal arising from the dimer. Such a conclusion can be
qualitatively extended to the large ensembles of DNA-mediated
clusters in suspension (i.e., the acquired SERS spectra specifically inform about the fraction of duplex molecules bridging
cationic nanoparticles into aggregates, even for high DNA
concentration).

2.3. SERS Spectra Reveal DNA Strand Separation
While AgSp colloids immediately aggregate upon addition
of a short duplex, the complexation process between long
genomic calf thymus DNA (ctDNA) and nanoparticles is
slower and requires a longer time to reach its final equilibrium state.[6c,17] For this reason, SERS analysis was performed
on samples in the suspension after overnight incubation
to reach binding equilibrium[17] (aggregates sitting at the
bottom of the Eppendorf tube were resuspended just before
the optical measurement). Salt concentration was maintained
low (millimolar of NaCl) throughout the whole study to minimize unspecific salt-induced aggregation of the nanoparticles
(however, it is worth reminding that ion concentration at
the nanoparticle surfaces differs from the bulk[20]). Figure 3
illustrates the SERS spectra of ctDNA at a fixed concentration on AgSp colloids with different ζ potential and nanoparticle concentration. The spectra were normalized to the

Figure 3. A) SERS spectra of ctDNA (final concentration: 7.96 µg mL−1)
in AgSp colloids at different nanoparticle concentrations and ζ potential.
B) Detail of the 710–820 cm−1 spectral region. The spectra were normalized to the phosphate band at ≈1089 cm−1. A general vibrational band
assignment is also reported.[11b-g] A, adenine; C, cytosine; T, thymine;
G, guanine; Rib., ribose; PO2−, phosphate group; and (CO), carbonyl
group.
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phosphate stretching band at ≈1089 cm−1, whose large insensitivity to changes in DNA structure makes it an ideal candidate for an internal standard.[11b–d,18a,21] The spectral profile
of ctDNA undergoes a progressive reshaping upon addition
to gradually diluted colloids. Among others, we highlight the
drop in intensity of the guanine (G) ring deformation band
at ≈620 cm−1, the red-shifts of the ring-breathing modes
of adenine (A) (≈730 cm−1) and cytosine (C) + thymine (T)
(785 cm−1, main contribution from cytosine[22]), the intensity
increase and large red-shift of the cytosine + ribose vibration at ≈1019 cm−1, and the remarkable weakening of the
cytosine ring stretching at ≈1247 cm−1. All these changes are
fully consistent with the DNA base unstacking and unpairing
transition.[11b,18a,23] Additionally, the broad composite carbonyl stretching band at ≈1651 cm−1 (mainly ascribed to thymine) suffers a large shift to lower frequency as also observed
during thermal denaturation of B-form DNA.[21] On the other
hand, changes in ν(CO) band intensity are largely affected
by the increasing relevance of the SERS background when
the DNA signal drops as a result of the nanoparticle dilution
and, thus, such spectral alterations cannot be reliably associated with perturbations of the DNA structure. Similar spectral changes are registered in the SERS spectra of the short
dsDNA21 duplex (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Due
to the particle size (≈22 nm diameter), the insertion of AgSp
nanoparticles into the DNA grooves is hindered;[24] thus, we
can safely discard this process as a possible driving cause
of the strand separation. On the contrary, minor spectral
changes were observed when the colloidal supernatant was
employed to similarly dilute AgSp (Figure S4, Supporting
Information) demonstrating the key role of the surface
charge in determining the extension of the duplex unzipping.
It is also important to stress that the SERS profile of DNA–
spermine complexes, formed by the interaction of the duplex
with free spermine molecules in the bulk solution, differs
drastically from that of DNA on AgSp colloids (Figure S5,
Supporting Information),[15] where the spermine molecules
are restrained at the metal surface. This demonstrates that
unbound spermine molecules in AgSp colloids do not play a
significant role in shaping the final DNA SERS spectra, and,
thus, the spectral changes illustrated in Figure 3 can be safely
associated with strand separation. The SERS spectra shown
in Figure 3 were obtained by adding a fixed amount of ctDNA
to differently diluted AgSp colloids. This means that both
surface charge (correlated with the ζ potential) and DNA/
NP ratios, which affect the degree of nanoparticle clustering,
were modified at the same time. To isolate these variables
and separately investigate their role in the duplex unzipping,
we performed two different SERS studies: in the first one,
we progressively varied the DNA/NP ratio while keeping the
colloidal ζ potential constant; in the second study, the effect
of the nanoparticle surface charge on the spectral profile was
monitored at fixed DNA/NP ratios. A short 21-mer singlestranded DNA (ssDNA21) was included as a probe molecule
besides the long (ctDNA) and short (dsDNA21) duplexes. Peak
positions of the narrow and intense ring breathing bands
at ≈730 and 785 cm−1, ascribed to A and C+T nucleobases,
respectively, were selected as spectral markers of the state of
the DNA tertiary structure (Figure 3B).
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Figure 4. Frequency shifts of adenine and cytosine (+thymine) ring breathing bands for SERS spectra of ctDNA, dsDNA21, and ssDNA21 acquired in
AgSp colloids at fixed ζ potentials. For each batch of colloids, the DNA concentration, expressed as milligrams of analyte per nanomoles of nanoparticles (logarithmic scale), was progressively increased up to values that still yield detectable signals. Error bars equal to two standard deviations
(N = 3).

2.4. The Role of Nanoparticle Clustering
2.4.1. SERS and SPR Analyses
In Figure 4, we plotted the peak frequencies of the spectral
markers observed at different DNA/NP ratios (milligrams
of DNA per nanomoles of NPs, in logarithmic scale) for four
sets of colloids at fixed surface charges (ζ potential is equal
to ≈40.0, 38.6, 33.2, and 26.8 mV, respectively). The extension
of the investigated ranges of DNA/NP ratios was defined by
the acquisition of sufficiently intense and well-defined SERS
spectra. At low DNA concentrations, we are mainly restricted
by the overall number of scattering molecules in the sample,
whereas in the presence of an excess of analyte, DNA saturation of the nanoparticle surfaces prevents the formation of efficient hot spots (i.e., small number of hot spots in the sample).
The results show that no spectral shifts were observed for
ssDNA21, whereas both short and genomic duplexes reveal
notable changes in their spectral profiles (Figure S6, Supporting Information), with the appearance of a frequency minimum at intermediate DNA/NP ratios, corresponding to the
minimal perturbation of the double-helix stability by cationic
nanoparticles of a specific ζ potential value. Overall, the position of such frequency minima moves to larger Raman shifts
when the nanoparticle surface charge is decreased. It is also
worth noting that the peak frequencies of both A and C+T ring
breathing bands consistently remain far below than those of
ssDNA21, except when very low DNA/NP ratios are investigated
in colloids with lowest surface charge (Figure 4, AgSp with a
ζ potential of +26.8 mV). These general observations are valid
for both short and genomic DNA duplexes. On the contrary, for
AgSp colloids at a given ζ potential, we observe that minimal
duplex separation (corresponding to the most blue-shifted ring
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breathing bands) always takes place at lower DNA/NP ratios for
dsDNA21 than ctDNA (Figure 4). Besides the obvious difference
in length, dsDNA21 and ctDNA deviate in nucleobase sequence
and composition (GC content of ≈52.4% for short and ≈41.9%
for genomic DNAs). To examine the role of these latter variables, we performed the identical spectral analysis described
in Figure 4 but for two 22-bp duplexes either composed of CG
or AT nucleobases (dsCG and dsAT, respectively; see Figure S7
in the Supporting Information). Overall, the trends of peak
frequency shifts for dsCG and dsAT largely match those of
dsDNA21 (Figure S7, Supporting Information) indicating that,
rather than base sequence and composition, the strand length
parameter is likely to play the major role in determining the
marked offset in double-strand unzipping for dsDNA21 and
ctDNA at different DNA/NP ratios (Figure 4). Given these
results, questions arise as to which mechanisms lie behind the
connection between DNA/NP ratio factor and the characteristic
changes in the tertiary structure of DNA duplexes electrostatically trapped at the interparticle junctions. To gain insights on
this intriguing issue, we have undertaken detailed studies on
the evolution of the optical properties of nanoparticle clusters
in suspension as well as performed MD simulations on model
DNA-mediated clusters.
In addition to the large SERS enhancements localized at
the interparticle gaps, the plasmonic coupling of interacting
silver nanoparticles is responsible for the reshaping of the
colloidal extinction profile with the appearance of new gap
plasmon resonances red-shifted with respect to the LSPR.[25]
However, the SERS enhancement distribution and far-field
SPR responses from large ensembles of nanoparticle clusters
have different spatial averaging properties due to the different
spatial localization of the plasmon resonances.[26] Thus, UV/
vis/NIR spectroscopy analysis of DNA-mediated aggregates
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Figure 5. A) Extinction spectra of AgSp colloids ([NP] ≈ 1.00 × 10−9 m,
ζ potential ≈ 40 mV) after the addition of different amounts of analyte,
corresponding to ≈0.64, 3.2, and 12.8 mg of dsDNA21 per nmol of nanoparticles. The spectra were acquired 60 min and 1 d after the addition of
dsDNA21 to the colloids (red and pink curves, respectively). B) Ratio of the
extinction intensities at 700 nm over the intensity at the LSPR maximum
(I700/ILSPR) against DNA/NP ratios (mg of dsDNA21 per nmol of NP, in
logarithmic scale). The intensity ratios were recorded at different times
after the addition of the dsDNA21 in the as-synthesized AgSp colloids.
Aggregates sitting at the bottom of the Eppendorf tubes were briefly resuspended just before the optical measurement. The blue dotted lines broadly
separate the lower and upper DNA/NP ratio ranges corresponding to the
formation of unstable and stable clusters in suspension, respectively.

can provide important complementary information on the correlation between strand separation, as revealed by SERS, and
general geometrical features of nanoparticle clusters (i.e., gaps
separation, size, and shape).[12,25] Figure 5A displays the extinction spectra of AgSp colloids ([NP] ≈ 1.00 × 10−9 m; ζ potential ≈
40 mV) registered 60 min (red line) or 1 d (pink line) after the
addition of increasing amounts of dsDNA21. At low DNA/NP
ratios (0.64 mg nmol−1), we observe a very mild nanoparticle
aggregation after 60 min, consistently with the small number
of duplexes per nanoparticle that limits the extensive formation of DNA-mediated clusters. However, the perturbation
introduced in the colloidal system eventually triggers further
aggregation events that yield larger features with broader and
weaker plasmonic contributions.[26b] In fact, after 1 d, the particles undergo an irreversible coalescence which also leads to the
visible deposition of films of silver nanoparticles at the Eppendorf tube surfaces. Differently, for higher dsDNA21 concentrations, the colloidal system rapidly aggregates into stable clusters that can be easily redispersed after sedimentation. Notably,
when DNA concentration is further increased as much as to
start saturating metallic surfaces, the extent of interparticle coupling decreases as revealed by the overall blue-shift of the gap
plasmon resonances for DNA/NP ratio of 12.8 mg nmol−1 as
compared to 3.2 mg nmol−1 (Figure 5A).
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The absorbance ratio at 700 and 391 nm (I700/ILSPR) was
selected to better visualize the effect of time and DNA/NP ratio
on the ensemble of gap-plasmon resonances (Figure 5B). Here,
we can observe that, for DNA/NP ratios below ≈2 mg nmol−1
(≈0.3 in the logarithmic scale), the duplex coverage of the
silver surface is not sufficient to either induce extensive nanoparticle aggregation or impart long-term colloidal stability. In
this regard, SERS analysis was also performed on each sample
at 10 min, 60 min, and 1 d, showing neither appreciable peak
shifts of the spectral markers nor significant changes in absolute intensity over time. This suggests that the unspecific colloidal aggregation that follows the initial DNA-mediated cluster
formation does not affect in a tangible way the final SERS profile. On the other hand, for DNA/NP ratios above ≈3 mg nmol−1
(≈0.5 in the logarithmic scale), we observe the rapid formation of stable clusters in suspension. The extent of respective
plasmon coupling appears to gradually decrease as the DNA/
NP ratio is progressively raised (up to the largest DNA/NP
value presented in this study).
The 60 min aged mixtures were also analyzed by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) to extract the corresponding hydrodynamic size and size distribution of the DNA-mediated aggregates (Figure S8A, Supporting Information). These samples
were selected as they provide a close picture of the colloidal
system at the equilibrium while largely avoiding the unspecific
colloidal aggregation observed for low DNA/NP ratio at longer
time. Differently to what observed for the extinction ratio, the
average hydrodynamic diameter of the aggregates shows a continuous increment with the increasing of the DNA content.
On a purely qualitative basis, such a trend can also be captured in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of spincoated samples (Figure S8B–D, Supporting Information). This
result directly entails that the decrease of the I700/ILSPR value
observed for DNA/NP ratios larger than ≈3 mg nmol−1 cannot
be ascribed to a reduction of the cluster size but to an enlargement of the average gaps within nanoparticle aggregates. Here,
when a large number of DNA molecules compete for adhesion on a few surface sites, the surface crowding and the electrostatic repulsion between neighboring duplexes hamper the
necessary conformational changes required to maximize the
number of contacting points with the surface.[17] Thus, we can
reasonably expect that, instead of homogeneously extending
over the metallic surface, DNA molecules bind the silver surface adopting a broad set of tilted conformations, which lead
to larger interparticle separations in aggregates. This picture is
fully consistent with previous molecular dynamic simulations
that described the DNA adsorption on a spermine-bound silver
surface as a multistep process.[11c] According to this mechanism, after a fast recognition phase, the total adhesion of short
DNA strands is achieved by conformational changes triggered
by electrostatic interactions with spermine molecules adsorbed
on the surface. This second step can be hindered by an overcrowded silver surface and/or without the necessary amount
of free spermine molecules, thus leading to aggregates characterized by properly adsorbed duplexes coexisting with partly
bound DNA molecules.
The evolution of the DNA-driven nanoparticle clusterization
was also investigated for ctDNA (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The semiquantitative analysis of the extinction spectra
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did reveal minimal interparticle plasmonic coupling at very low
or very high ctDNA concentrations, but it was not possible to
discern any further distinctive pattern. Most likely, this is the
consequence of the coexistence of many additional aggregation
routes. Opposite to what happens for the adsorption of ≈7 nm
rod-like duplexes on AgSp nanoparticles, in the case of long
genomic DNA, the silver particles are the nanoscale objects
that accumulate at the duplex chain, leading to the progressive
compaction of the elongated coil which can also involve the
wrapping of the chain around individual nanospheres.[27] Such
a compaction process consists of several intermediate states
with uneven distributions of nanoparticles along the chain.[27]
Furthermore, nanoparticles in suspension tend to agglomerate
at the surfaces of other nanoparticles previously coordinated to
the genomic strand.[27a]
The antithetical role played by DNA of different chain
lengths on the nanoparticle aggregation pattern (i.e., nanoparticles collect short dsDNA21 at their surfaces versus long
genomic ctDNA collects nanoparticles at the duplex chain) is
also well reflected in the UV–vis analysis of the colloidal supernatants upon removal of DNA-mediated clusters (Figure S10,
Supporting Information). Monitoring of the optical absorption
of DNA at 260 nm reveals that a progressively higher concentration of unbound dsDNA21 is present in the supernatant for
DNA/NP ratio above ≈3 mg nmol−1 (≈0.5 in the logarithmic
scale; see Figure S10C in the Supporting Information), which
precisely corresponds to the stability threshold for dsDNA21driven nanoparticle assemblies (i.e., when the metallic surfaces
are largely saturated with short duplexes that act in this situation also as stabilizing ligands). Notably, smaller fractions of
unbound dsDNA21 in the supernatant are observed for AgSp
colloids with higher ζ potential, which indicates that duplex
surface density increases with the nanoparticle surface charge.
On the other hand, in the case of ctDNA, residual duplexes in
the supernatant are only detected for the largest DNA/NP ratio
(Figure S10D, Supporting Information) together with a weak

additional band at ≈398 nm ascribable to very sparse individual
nanoparticles attached to the chain. For all ctDNA/NP ratios
below that value, the relatively high weight of the ctDNA–nanoparticle complexes leads to sedimentation.

2.4.2. Molecular Dynamic Simulations
The illustrated SERS and far-field SPR data are the highly averaged responses of very complex samples containing a large
number of polydispersed aggregates. Modeling systems of
such sizes and complexity is, at present, unfeasible. Nonetheless, MD-based simulations of model DNA-mediated clusters
may give a hint of the potential connection between the cluster
geometrical features and the perturbation of the interacting
DNA at the junctions. In particular, two model systems were
envisioned, a dimer (2NP) and a trimer (3NP) with a compact
geometry (see Figure 6 and Figure S11A, Supporting Information), as the simplest prototypes of small and larger aggregates, respectively. Both models included a single dsDNA21
molecule adopting an extended conformation at the interface
of each gap. In Figure 6, we show the free energy surfaces calculated as a function of the separation between nanoparticles
and the average distance between base pairs belonging to different DNA strands. In both 2NP and 3NP systems, the deepest
minima corresponded to states showing the double helix of
DNA in the B-form. Specifically, in the 2NP cluster model, the
global minimum was found at a relatively large interparticle
distance of about 29 Å (Figure 6A). Conversely, in the trimer
model, the most stable state was located at much narrower
separations (24–25 Å, Figure 6B). This finding clearly indicates a trend, whereby smaller aggregates tend to stretch or, at
least, to easily interconvert between states of different contractions, while more compact clusters are highly preferred in the
case of larger aggregates. This effect can be explained through
a DNA-mediated binding cooperativity between the three

Figure 6. A,B) Free energy surfaces computed as a function of the interparticle distance and the average distance between complementary base pairs
for 2NP and 3NP model systems. Iso-lines are plotted with a step of 1 kcal mol−1. Pictorial representations of the mechanical features of the cluster
aggregates, and a representative configuration showing partial DNA unzipping extracted from MD-based simulations, are also shown (left and right
panels, respectively).
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Figure 7. Frequency shift of cytosine (+thymine) ring breathing bands
for SERS spectra of ctDNA, dsDNA21, and ssDNA21 acquired on AgSp
colloids at different ζ potentials upon dilution with Milli-Q water. DNA/
NP ratio was kept constant to 19 mg nmol−1 for ctDNA, 3.2 mg nmol−1
for dsDNA21, and 1.6 mg nmol−1 for ssDNA21. Error bars equal to two
standard deviations (N = 4).

nanoparticles, which is missing in the 2NP model. Most importantly, however, is that the investigated systems show a remarkably different behavior along the reaction coordinate describing
the separation between the two strands of the duplex. Indeed,
an incipient unzipping could be observed in the 2NP system,
as it can be assessed by the multiple minima located in the
free energy surface at strand separations greater than 5 Å. This
behavior is only marginally found in the 3NP model, most
likely as a consequence of the cluster aggregate compaction
that hinders the double strand unzipping. Taken as a whole,
the outcome of MD simulations suggests that the different
sizes and geometrical features of DNA-mediated clusters play
indeed an important role in determining the structural features
of the duplex at the gaps. This provides a new tool for interpreting the experimental trends as illustrated in Figures 4 and
5. On these bases, we propose the following. Minimal strand
separation is fulfilled at intermediate DNA/NP values when
cluster aggregate compaction is maximized. However, when
DNA concentration is low, molecules extend homogenously
over the metallic surface, and cluster compaction is improved
only by increasing the number of nanoparticles per aggregate.
On the other hand, for large DNA/NP ratios, cluster compaction diminishes as a result of the increased separation between
nanoparticles imposed by reorientation of the DNA molecules
over the silver surfaces.

2.5. The Role of Nanoparticle Surface Charge
Based on the outcome of the data illustrated in Figure 4, we
subsequently fixed the DNA/NP ratios at those values associated with minimal duplex perturbation (≈19 mg nmol−1 for
ctDNA and 3.2 mg nmol−1 for dsDNA21) while monitoring
the C+T ring breathing peak position on nanoparticles at
decreasing surface charge (Figure 7). In this case, short and
genomic duplexes share the same qualitative behavior, presenting a jump in peak frequency for ζ potential values in the
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≈30–35 mV range. An identical result was observed for the A
spectral marker (Figure S12, Supporting Information).
The same study was further extended to a 21-bp RNA duplex
(dsRNA21) which, in addition to nucleobase sequence and
composition, differs from dsDNA also by the helix geometry
(mainly the B-form for dsDNA21 and A-form for dsRNA21) and
the sugar molecular structure.[18a] Despite the structural differences, our SERS data indicate that the spectral shift dependency of dsRNA21 from the colloidal surface charge is qualitatively analogous to those of short and long DNA duplexes
(Figure S12, Supporting Information). Thus, when the cluster
geometry variable, which is strictly correlated to the chain
length, is removed by fixing the DNA/NP ratios at the minimal
double-helix perturbation, the differences of spectral behavior
for short and genomic duplexes are largely levelled out. A possible explanation may be found in the electrostatic nature of
the DNA/NP interaction. dsDNA initially adsorbs onto a nanoparticle, then screens its positive charge thereby favoring the
subsequent approaching of a second nanoparticle to generate
the corresponding interparticle junction. As previously simulated by means of MD methods,[11c] the duplex binding onto
the first nanoparticle occurs on the nanosecond time scale,
where the flexibility of the surface spermine molecules contributes to promoting the optimum interaction with the phosphate groups aligned along the DNA backbone. On the other
hand, the second approaching nanoparticle “sees” a duplex
whose degrees of freedom are largely reduced due to the interaction with the solid phase. Thus, we may speculate that such
a second DNA–NP interaction could occur to the detriment of
the duplex stability, especially when the spermine surface density is decreased below a critical level (i.e., when the ζ potential is lowered). Under this scenario, no significant differences
are expected to be revealed by the SERS signal of duplexes with
different lengths, since their SERS spectra largely result from
the contribution of chain fragments with similar size (limited
by the hot spot volume) and carrying equally spaced phosphate
groups on the DNA backbone.

3. Conclusion
In summary, the outcomes of the SERS analysis can be summarized as follows. Overall, the results indicate that the interaction of the cationic nanoparticles with double-stranded DNA
leads to (at least partial) strand separation of dsDNA population that molecularly mediates the nanoparticle clustering
(i.e., DNA molecules at the interparticle junctions). The extent
of such structural deformation is highly dependent on (i) the
DNA/NP ratio and (ii) the nanoparticle surface charge. The
former parameter directly affects the aggregation profile which
is, in turn, strictly related to the length of the duplex (whereas
base composition did not appear here to play a relevant role).
Regardless of the chain length, it was possible to recognize a
qualitatively common trend where unzipping of the double
helixes is progressively maximized at high and low DNA/NP
ratios, for a given ζ potential. The potential correlation between
the aggregation features of a DNA-mediated cluster and the tendency of the DNA molecule trapped at the interparticle gap to
undergo unzipping was further investigated and confirmed by
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molecular dynamics in combination with additional SPR analysis. Differently, once fixed the DNA/NP ratio (i.e., the degree
of aggregation) to a value corresponding to the minimal duplex
perturbation and monitored SERS spectra for different nanoparticle surface charges, we observe a sudden transition from
a dominant duplex conformation to mainly separated strands
below a critical ζ potential threshold. This transition appears
to be largely independent not only of nucleobase composition
but also of the chain length and double helical geometry. This
extensive work provides new fundamental insights into the
interaction between nucleic acids and nanoparticles, and how
the integrity of the double-helical structure is perturbed by the
cooperative binding of nano-objects.

4. Experimental Section
Materials: All reagents were of analytical grade and used as received.
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich except for short ssDNA
and ssRNA oligonucleotides (Table S1, Supporting Information), which
were purchased from Eurofins Genomics.
Cationic Silver Nanoparticles: Synthesis of positively charged colloids
was carried as previously described.[18a] ζ potential measurements
were performed by diluting the nanoparticles with either the colloidal
supernatant or Milli-Q water. The supernatant was obtained by removing
the nanoparticles from colloids via centrifugation at 13 400 rpm for
40 min.
SERS Measurements: SERS spectra at a fixed ctDNA concentration
in differently diluted AgSp colloids (Figure 3) were obtained by adding
10.2 µL of ctDNA 117.2 mg L−1 to 150 µL of colloids. The data illustrated
in Figure 4 and Figure S7 (Supporting Information) were extracted from
the SERS spectra of ctDNA21 and short ss- and ds-oligonucleotides
(ssDNA21, dsDNA21, dsCG, and dsAT) for different DNA/NP ratios (and
fixed AgSp ζ potential). DNA/NP ratio (R) was expressed in milligrams
of DNA per nanomoles of NP. In each case, the ratios were expressed as
follows: for ctDNA21, R = 3.6, 5.4, 10.8, 27, 54, 107.9, and 186 mg nmol−1;
for ssDNA21, R = 0.21, 0.32, 0.64, 1.61, 3.21, 6.43, and 11.10 mg nmol−1;
and finally for dsDNA21, R = 0.43, 0.64, 1.29, 3.21, 6.43, 12.85, and
22.16 mg nmol−1 (identical values were used for dsCG and dsAT
analyses). These samples were prepared by adding different aliquots of
DNA solutions, obtained upon proper dilution of the stock solutions, to
150 µL of colloids. The volume of such aliquots ranged between 3 and
10 µL in order to avoid significant alteration of the final nanoparticle
concentration. Data reported in Figure 7 and Figure S12 (Supporting
Information) were extracted from SERS spectra of DNA/RNA in AgSp
at different ζ potentials and fixed NA/NP ratios (R = 19 mg nmol−1 for
ctDNA, 3.2 mg nmol−1 for dsDNA21 and dsRNA21, and 1.6 mg nmol−1
for ssDNA21). These samples were also prepared according to the
previously described procedure. All samples were prepared and left to
equilibrate overnight at 4 °C. The samples were quickly redispersed
before the SERS measurements.
ζ Potential and DLS Measurements: ζ potential and DLS
measurements were performed on a Malvern Nano Zetasizer Nano-ZS
(Malvern Instruments Inc.,UK) equipped with a 4 mW He–Ne 633 nm
laser. ζ potential measurements were acquired under the Smoluchowski
model, used for most aqueous solutions. All samples were measured by
triplicate at 25 °C and constant pH (6.2). A universal dip cell (containing
the electrodes) was inserted into the samples, previously placed in
disposable polystyrene cuvettes. Hydrodynamic size measurements were
acquired with a 173° backscattered angle and calculated via the Stokes–
Einstein equation. In this case, all samples were diluted six times in
Milli-Q water, in order to avoid issues related to absorption and multiple
scattering events from the sample. As for ζ potential measurements, the
samples were measured by triplicate at 25 °C, using disposable cuvettes.
Equipment and Instrument Settings: A Thermo Scientific Evolution 201
UV–visible spectrophotometer was employed to acquire UV–vis spectra.
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ζ potential and DLS measurements were performed on a Malvern Nano
Zetasizer. SEM images were acquired with an environmental scanning
electron microscope (JEOL 6400). SERS experiments were performed
with a Renishaw InVia Reflex confocal microscope equipped with a
high-resolution grating consisting of 1800 grooves mm−1 for visible
wavelengths, additional bandpass filters, and a CCD camera. A long
working distance objective (0.17 NA, working distance 30 mm) was used
to focus a 532 nm laser onto the colloidal solutions. SERS spectra were
acquired at room temperature with 20 accumulations, 15 s exposure
time, and a laser power at the sample of 6.9 mW. All SERS spectra
illustrated in the manuscript were obtained by averaging the three
different replications (per each sample).
Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Molecular dynamics simulations
were performed on two DNA-mediated cluster models, hereafter
referred to as 2NP and 3NP. The systems contained two and three
positively charged nanoparticles, respectively. A model of dsDNA21 was
placed between each nanoparticle pair to simulate a stationary cluster
aggregate. Further details are included in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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